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Via: Express mail and email

Re: Case No. ZA-2017-2170-ELD-CDP-SPR-1A, Department of City Planning CEQA No. 
ENV-2017-2171-CE; Proposed Eldercare Facility - 1525-1533 Palisades Drive, 17310
17320 Vereda De La Montura, Pacific Palisades, California 90272

Hearing scheduled for June 5, 2018.

Dear Ms. Dickinson:

Attached are the Comments of Harris S. Leven in support of the Appeal filed by Robert T. Flick 
and Sandra L. Flick of the granting of a Class 32 Categorical Exemption from the California 
Environmental Quality Act for the above referenced project. Please file these Comments in your 
usual and customary manner, and bring them to the attention of the Honorable Members of the 
Planning and Land Use Management Committee sufficiently prior to the Hearing scheduled at 
approximately 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, June 5, 2018.

Thank you very much for your attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

Harris S. Leven 
harris.leven@gmail.com 
713-851-9895 (mobile)

mailto:harris.leven@gmail.com


June 1, 2018

Planning and Land Use Management Committee of the
Los Angeles City Council
do Office of the City Clerk
200 North Spring Street, Room 395
Los^ Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Case No. ZA-2017-2170-ELD-CDP-SPR-1A, Department of City Planning CEQA No. 
ENV-2017-2171-CE; Proposed Eldercare Facility - 1525-1533 Palisades Drive, 17310
17320 Vereda De La Montura, Pacific Palisades, California 90272

COMMENTS OF HARRIS S. LEVEN IN SUPPORT OF THE APPEAL FILED BY 
ROBERT T. FLICK AND SANDRA L. FLICK OF THE GRANTING OF A CLASS 32 

CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION FOR THE ABOVE REFERENCED PROJECT

To the Honorable Members of the Planning and Land Use Management Committee:

My name is Harris S. Leven, and my wife and I are the owners and residents of 1674 Michael 
Lane, Pacific Palisades, California 90272, which is in the Michael Lane Villas, a complex of 
townhouse condominiums directly across Vereda De La Montura from the site of the proposed 
eldercare facility. Since receiving notice of the project in September 2017, scores of my neighbors 
and I have actively opposed it in filings with the Los Angeles Department of City Planning 
(“DCP”) and appeals to the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission (“APC”), and 
1000 individuals joined an online opposition letter to the APC. On April 18,2018, the APC denied 
the appeals and on April 25, issued its decision essentially restating the earlier decision of the 
DCP’s Associate Zoning Administrator (“ZA”) approving the project.

Per the Developer’s1 Application filed with the DCP, the planned building would be six stories 
(four above and two below grade) encompassing over 110,000 square feet of covered area of which 
64,646 sq. ft. would be residential living spaces and common areas. The building would be almost 
four times larger than any other structure within a two-mile radius of its site. The site is a 0.99 
acre parcel that largely was created by filing in a canyon leading down to the Santa Ynez Creek 
when the 99.95% residential community now known as the Palisades Highlands was created in the 
early 1970s. The site has been continuously vacant since that time. The site borders the City’s 
Santa Ynez Canyon Park and is about 500 feet from Topanga State Park and the entrance to the 
popular Santa Ynez Canyon Trail of that State Park.

over

1 The Developer of the proposed eldercare facility is Palisades Drive, LP, and Mr. Rony Shram signed the 
Developer’s application forms as the “Applicant.” As best as can be determined from public records, Mr. Shram 
was a fashion photographer in New York City until a few years ago and the proposed facility is his first 
construction project and the application for it is the only one he has ever filed with the DCP. For the purpose of 
this letter, the Developer and Mr. Shram will be referred to collectively as “the Developer” or as “he.”
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The proposed project is not entitled to a Class 32 “Urban Infill” Categorical Exemption 
from the California Environmental Quality Act f“CEOA’T because the project’s site is not 

an “infill site” as defined by California Public Resources Code 0‘PRC’T Section 21061.3 
nor is the proposed project an “in-fill development” nroiect.

The developer argues that his project is “substantially surrounded by urban 
but offers no criteria for what “substantially surrounded” means - the criterion 

should be that a project must be at least 75% surrounded by urban

uses,

uses.

PRC Sec. 21061.3 provides:

ucInfill site’ means a site in an urbanized area that meets either of the following 
criteria:

“(a) The site has not been previously developed for urban uses and both of 
the following apply:

“(1) The site is immediately adjacent to parcels that are 
developed with qualified urban uses, or at least 75 percent of the 
perimeter of the site adjoins parcels that are developed with 
qualified urban uses, and the remaining 25 percent of the site 
adjoins parcels that have previously been developed for 
qualified urban uses.

“(2) No parcel within the site has been created within the past 10 
years unless the parcel was created as a result of the plan of a 
redevelopment agency.”

“(b) The site has been previously developed for qualified urban uses.”

(emphasis added)

The wording of PRC Sec. 21061.3 makes it clear that unless a site is completely surrounded by 
existing urban uses, the 75% / 25% test shall be applied; merely being adjacent to an urban use on 
one or more sides is not enough. The Developer’s site does not even meet a 75% test, let alone 
the required 75% / 25% test,2 because at least 27.3% (237.09 feet / 868.75 feet per the Los Angeles 
County Assessor’s maps) of the somewhat trapezoidal lot is not adjacent to parcels developed with

2 While the “75%” or more part of the test is critical and will be the primary focus of these comments, the 
“remaining [up to] 25%” part is no less critical as far as infill sites and in-fill development is concerned. The 
whole concept of “infill” [or “in-fill”] is to facilitate development on parcels where there is virtually no chance 
of adverse environmental impacts because all of the surrounding parcels have been developed at one time or 
another. The project’s site sits atop a hundred foot bluff adjacent to, and overlooking, one of the City’s few 
never-developed wilderness parks, and the site is as far from the concept of “infill” as one can imagine.
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qualified urban uses.3 That 27.3% (237.09 feet) immediately abuts the City’s Santa Ynez Canyon 
Park, which is undeveloped, open space, Santa Monica Mountains park land.

Faced with the fact that his project and his project site do not meet the tests of PRC Sec. 21061.3 
the Developer simply has tried to avoid the statute. For example, the Developer stated at page 11 
of his April 6, 2018 Rebuttal to the Appeals filed with the APC:

“The Class 32 Cat. Ex. is self-defining, as are the other Cat. Ex.’s included 
in the CEQA Guidelines. What this means is if a project satisfies the description 
in a particular category of exemption in CEQA Guidelines Section 15300 et. seq., 
it is exempt from the requirement to prepare environmental documents, [citing 
CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15300.]

“In the case of a Class 32 Cat. Ex., the general definition for “infill site” 
does not apply. The defined term “infill site” is used at least eight times throughout 
the CEQA Guidelines, and is defined both in the general definition of PRC Section 
21061.3, and in section-specific definitions. Nowhere in the PRC or the CEQA 
Guidelines is the term “infill development” defined except in the context of the 
description of the Class 32 Cat. Ex. If the legislators wanted to use the term “infill 
site” in CEQA Guidelines Section 15332 as they did in many other CEQA 
Guidelines, they would have. Rather, they used a unique term, “in-fill 
development,” which only appears in CEQA Guidelines Section 15332.”

First of all, the “legislators” did not write the CEQA Guidelines. Those Guidelines were developed 
by the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research and then adopted by the California Secretary 
of Resources through the prescribed administrative procedures. The CEQA Guidelines are part of 
the California Code of Regulations as are all other state agency rules and regulations. As such, 
the Guidelines are subordinate to the California Code, that is, the state statues including CEQA 
itself and PRC Sec. 21061.3. Stated another way, CEQA Guidelines Section 15332 cannot 
overrule or be used to evade PRC Sec. 21061.3.

Second, contrary to what the Developer asserted, the term “in-fill development” is not specifically 
defined in the context of CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15332; rather the term is merely stated and then 
five conditions that limit the categorical exemption are prescribed. What that Section actually says
is:

Class 32 consists of projects characterized as in-fill development meeting the 
conditions described in this section, (a) The project is consistent with the applicable 
general plan designation and all applicable general plan policies as well as with

3 It can be argued that technically 34.2% (297.09 feet / 868.75 feet) of the lot is not adjacent to parcels developed 
with qualified urban uses because the site is perpendicular to Michael Lane, which is 60 feet wide, and streets 
are not included in the definition of qualified urban uses. Regardless, however the tests are applied the proposed 
project’s site is not an “infill site” under the statute.
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applicable zoning designation and regulations, (b) The proposed development 
occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than five acres substantially 
surrounded by urban uses, (c) The project site has no value, as habitat for 
endangered, rare or threatened species, (d) Approval of the project would not result 
in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or water quality, (e) 
The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public 
(emphasis added)

services.

In reality, the proposed project does not meet conditions (a) through (d), and whether it meets 
condition (e) is questionable because the Developer is proposing to put the eldercare facility in a 
Very High Severity Fire Hazard Zone. However, the following discussion will focus on conditions
(b) and (d).

So, what does the language in CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15332 condition (b) emphasized above 
mean? Apparently, in the Developer’s view, the term “substantially surrounded” means whatever 
the Developer wants it to mean, which in turn makes the term “in-fill development” mean whatever 
he wants it to mean. The Developer offered no definition of either term that can be applied 
consistently throughout the City and the State, because he offered no definitions at all, or at least 
none that made any sense. For example, the Developer would include within the concept of 
“substantially surrounded” single-family homes over 600 feet away from the site4 * despite the fact 
that the City’s Santa Ynez Canyon Park and Topanga State Park, both undeveloped natural state 
parklands, are between the homes and the site (see the Developer’s Rebuttal to the Appeals to the 
APC dated April 6, 2018 at p. 11, paragraph (b)). In fact, using the Developer’s view, it is also 
fair to say the project site is “substantially surrounded” by the two parks, which is a more important 
consideration because those parks will be adversely impacted by the construction of the oversized 
facility.

As an attorney, I might marvel at the Developer’s verbal gymnastics, but essentially what he has 
tried to do is expand the Class 32 Categorical Exemption, which is a State rule, to effectively repeal 
PRC 21061.3, which is a State statute, and to date the ZA and APC have allowed him to do it. It 
also defies logic as to how “in-fill development” could be proposed for a particular site without 
the site itself becoming an “infill site.” The Developer never explained the obvious discrepancies 
in his reasoning, but merely chanted the mantra of “PRC Sec. 21061.3 does not apply” repeatedly.

4 The projects site is above and at the edge of a natural ravine and one of the complaints raised at the DCP
that because of the amphitheater-like nature of the ravine and the surrounding Santa Monica Mountains, noise 
from the 24/7/365 operations of the facility and from its sizable outdoor activities decks would be heard great 
distances away. The Developer responded by arguing that the orientation of the facility was away from the 
nearby residential areas thereby making the single-family homes that he later claimed “surrounded” the project 
site magically disappear.

was
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All of this leads to the question as to what is a rational, objective test to determine when a site is 
“substantially surrounded” by urban uses if PRC Sec. 21061.3 is not applied?5 The answer lies in 
PRC Sec. 21061.3 itself, which is a higher authority than the Guidelines, and those other “eight” 
sections of the CEQA Guidelines that the Developer refers to in his argument quoted above. To 
the extent that any of the eight sections has a section-specific definition, two essentially restate 
PRC 21061.3, one uses a 75% test, and only one, CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15193 related to 
agricultural housing, provides a more lenient test. The Developer’s proposed eldercare facility 
certainly is not agricultural housing, so there is no rational basis for using that lenient test. The 
conclusion is that the term “substantially surrounded by urban uses” means at least 75% 
surrounded by existing urban uses - an objective standard that the Developer’s site does not 
meet. Thus, the Developer’s project is not entitled a Class 32 Categorical Exemption under CEQA 
Guidelines Sec. 15332(b) and PRC Sec. 21061.3, and the Planning and Land Use Committee must 
grant the appeal.

The proposed project is not entitled to a Class 32 “Urban Infill” Categorical Exemption 
from CEQA because the project requires at a minimum an Air Quality Assessment, and 

substantive Air Quality Assessment has vet been performed.
no

When realistically estimated, the amount of soil that has to be exported from the site, 
as well as moved around the site, by itself requires for an Air Quality Assessment.

The Developer’s study to support his claim for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption, prepared in 
March 2017 by Meridian Consultants LLC of Westlake Village, California, states that an estimated 
19,308 cubic yards of soil will be exported from the site. That same number is also listed in the 
Developer’s filings prepared in May 2017 as the only amount of soil that will be moved and 
exported.6 The 19,308 cubic yards roughly corresponds to the amount of soil that would need to 
be exported only to excavate the two levels of underground parking, and the Developer repeats the 
assertion that grading would be limited to the excavation of the garage at page 5, paragraph (f) of 
his April 6, 2018 Rebuttal to the Appeals to the APC. However, that assertion ignores key 
conditions in the May 15, 2017 Geology and Soils Report Approval Letter from the Grading 
Division of the Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety (“LADBS”) (see Attachment A 
to this letter). The Grading Division’s letter states, among other things, the following information 
and conditions:

“The subject lot is located at the top of an approximately 100 foot high 2:1 [two 
feet horizontal for each one foot vertical] fill slope.

5 The term “urban use” is not defined in the Guidelines, but “qualified urban use” is defined in PRC Sec. 21072 
any residential, commercial, public institutional, transit or transportation passenger facility, or retail use, or

any combination of those uses.” Lest there be any debate, the City’s Santa Ynez Canyon Park, which abuts the 
full southwest side of the proposed facility’s site is clearly not an “urban use” or “qualified urban use.”

6 See the Developer’s Environmental Assessment Form Application, Sections 2.F. and G.at page 4 of 11.

as
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“The earth materials at the subsurface exploration locations consist of up to 50 feet 
of uncertified fill underlain by silty sandy clay residual soil and Sespe Formation 
semi-friable sandstone, conglomerate and some thin layers of claystone 
bedrock. The [Developer’s] consultants recommend to support the proposed 
structures on conventional and/or drilled-pile foundations bearing on competent 
bedrock, (emphasis added)

Existing uncertified fill shall not be used for support of footings, 
concrete slabs or new fill, (emphasis added)

Temporary excavations that remove lateral support to the pubic way, 
adjacent property, or adjacent structures shall be supported by shoring, as 
recommended. Note: Lateral support shall be considered to be removed 
when the excavation extends below a plane projected downward at an angle 
of 45 degrees from the bottom of the footing of an existing structure, from 
the edge of a public way or an adjacent property.

All foundations shall derive entire support from competent bedrock, as 
recommended and approved by the geologist and soils engineer by 
inspection.

13.

18.

;26.

•32. Existing uncertified fill shall not be used for lateral support of deep 
foundations.” (emphasis added)

I read the Grading Division’s May 15, 2017 Letter as saying that a major segment of the hill upon 
which the proposed building will sit needs to be removed and rebuilt, and that at a minimum, the 
Developer would have to remove and export the remaining uncertified fill under the proposed 
building’s footprint even after excavating down to at least 24 feet for the garage and foundation.7 * 
The Developer would then have to replace that uncertified fill with certified fill. A geologic 
section of the hill prepared by Strata-Tech, Inc., the Developer’s geology and soils consultant, 
reveals that the excavation and removal of the remaining uncertified fill will equal or exceed the 
excavation for the garage and foundation itself. Thus, even if some of the soil excavated for the 
garage could be reconstituted into certified fill, a total of far more than 19,308 cubic yards of soil 
will have to be excavated and exported. In addition, other soils will have to be imported and 
compacted into certified fill for placement under the garage and foundation. Of course, if the 
LADBS also requires the removal of all uncertified fill under all paving and other hardscape and

cross-

7 Sheets No. A2.01 and A4.01 of the Developer’s architectural plans show that the base of the lower level of the
garage will be 24 feet below existing ground level plus whatever is needed for the proposed building’s elevator 
pits, and Section 3.A.iv. of the Developer’s Environmental Assessment Form Application states that the 
proposed building’s footprint is 51.42% of the site, or over 22,160 square feet.
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the replacement of it with certified fill, then even more cubic yards of uncertified fill would have 
to be removed and exported, and then replaced with a like amount of certified fill.8

Beyond the exports and imports of soil discussed in the preceding paragraph, substantial amounts 
of additional soil will need to be moved to physically allow the construction of the foundation and 
the walls of the two-level underground garage, drill the needed piers or pilings down to solid 
bedrock, and then fill the construction clearance spaces back in. In addition, because the total 
excavation needed to construct the foundation and the garage will come within as little as seven 
feet of the sidewalk and the streets, extensive shoring and even more movement of soil will be 
required. Furthermore, the Developer’s architectural plans show that the building’s driveway will 
come close to the southwest edge of the site where the steep slope creates a drop-off of 15-20 feet 
from the site’s plateau. So, unless the Developer expects to support the driveway on an up to 20- 
foot solid pour of concrete, yet more soil will have to be moved and compacted.

The above discussion does not take into consideration the report of the professional geologist from 
Wilson Geosciences, Inc. and the professional engineer from Geo-Dynamics, Inc attached to the 
April 6, 2018 letter to the APC from the Law Firm of Luna & Glushon representing the Flick 
Appellants. That report carefully explains that much is unknown about the geology of the project’s 
site, including the extent of the uncertified fill and the stability of the slope underlying the site. In 
turn, that information suggests that even more soil may need to be excavated, exported, moved, 
and/or imported than even the Grading Division’s May 15, 2017 Letter suggests.

The sections of the Developer’s Application filed with the DCP that describe the export 
movement of soil were attested to and dated on May 18,2017. That date implies that the Developer 
was aware of the Grading Division’s May 15, 2017 Letter but opted to not revise his March 2017 
estimate of the amount of soil to be exported in any way or have an Air Quality Assessment 
conducted; actions which I believe should be of great concern to the Planning and Land Use 
Management Committee. Given that it is extremely likely that well over 20,000 cubic yards of 
soil will be required to be exported and even more needs to be moved, it is imperative that a 
substantive Air Quality Assessment be conducted.9 Furthermore, the Developer’s understatement 
in his filings of the amounts of soil that will be moved and/or exported totally compromises 
whatever work was done to gauge the effects on the environment from construction. All in all, it 
is very clear that the requirement of CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15332(d) has not been met, and for 
this reason alone the Planning and Land Use Committee must grant the appeal.

or

8 Section 3.A.iv. of the Developer’s Environmental Assessment Form Application states that another 27.22% of 
the site, or over 11,700 square feet, will be paving or hardscape.

9 See the Los Angeles Department of City Planning’s Specialized Requirements for a Class 32 Categorical 
Exemption (Form CP-7828) at page 2, paragraph 2.b., which states that the screening criteria below which 
Air Quality Assessment is not normally needed is 20,000 cubic yards of soil export.

an
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One further point: when the Developer’s family purchased the project site in December 2013, with 
it came approvals and permits granted in 2008 to build eight, detached, two-story over parking, 
single-family condominiums ranging in size from 4,500 square feet to about 5,000 square feet 
(including garages).10 Most importantly, the Mitigated Negative Declaration that was part of those 
approvals and permits required that over 120 mitigation measures be undertaken of which about 
50 related to construction and the grading and export of what was expected to be 1,500 cubic yards 
of soil. It is mind boggling that despite there being no changes to the site or its surroundings in 
the intervening ten years a Categorical Exemption from CEQA with no substantial mitigation 
measures has been granted for an over 110,000 square foot, six-level structure on the lot that will 
certainly require the movement and/or export of over 20,000 cubic yards of soil, while extensive 
mitigation measures were required for a project on the same site of about a third of the current 
project’s size, which required the movement and export of only 1,500 cubic yards of soil. 
Certainly, the Highlands community, my neighbors, and I should be afforded the same protections 
now as we had with the Mitigated Negative Declaration that was imposed on the much smaller 
project ten years ago.

DCP Case Nos. ZA 2007-4681(CDP(MEL), ENV 2007-4682-MND, and TT-53622. Ground preparation 
and/or construction of the eight-condominium project never commenced, ostensibly because of the downturns 
in the economy and the local housing market.
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Conclusion

Regardless of how the Developer wants to characterize his project, the standards of PRC Sec. 
21061.3 and CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15332 have not been met as to the lot at 1525 Palisades Drive, 
the lot is not an “infill site” and the project is not “in-fill development.” Therefore, the project 
is not entitled to a Class 32 Categorical Exemption, the appeal must be granted, the ZA’s and 
APC’s decisions must be overturned, and the approvals and permits for the project must be denied 
at this time. However, it is important to note that granting the appeal and finding that the current 
project is not eligible for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption does not preclude the Developer from 
pursuing his desire to build an eldercare facility or the City’s desire to have eldercare facilities 
built. True, the Developer would have to have a substantive Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) 
prepared, file a new application, and allow the City and the community adequate time to review 
the EIR, but an EIR also would address, and perhaps propose mitigation measures for, many of 
the environmental deficiencies in the current project. In the end, the Developer would benefit 
knowing that the environmental concerns have been brought out into the open, and the City and 
the Highlands community would benefit from having the environmental concerns addressed.

Thank you for your consideration and attention to the matters discussed in this letter.

Respectfully submitted,

Harris S. Leven 
harris. leven@gmail. com
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GEOLOGY AND SOILS REPORT APPROVAL LETTER

May 15,2017

LOG # 87756-02 
SOILS/GEOLOGY FILE - 2
LAN

Palisades Drive LP 
2321 Stratford Circle 
Los Angeles, CA 90077

TRACT: 31070
LOT: 3
LOCATION: 1525 N. Palisades Drive

CURRENT REFERENCE 
REPORT/LETTER 
Response Report

REPORT DATE OF
DOCUMENT
04/18/2037

No. PREPARED BY 
Strata-Tech, Inc.274715-B

PREVIOUS REFERENCE 
REPORT/LETTHRtSt 
Dept. Correction Letter 
Response Report 
Dept. Correction Letter 
Geology/Soils Report 
Laboratory Test Report

REPORT DATE OF
DOCUMENT
03/21/2017
02/27/2017
04/22/2015
03/25/2015
03/17/2015

No. PREPARED BY 
LADBS
Strata-Tech, Inc.
LADBS
Strata-Tech, Inc.
GeoLogic Associates

The Grading Division of the Department of Building and Safety has reviewed the referenced 
reports providing recommendations for the proposed 6-story building (4-story above grade, 2-story 
below grade subterranean parking) and pool. The subject lot is located at the top of 
approximately 100 foot high 2:1 fill slope.

The earth materials at the subsurface exploration locations consist of up to 50 feet of uncertified 
fill underlain by silty sandy clay residual soil and Sespe Formation semi-friable sandstone, 
conglomerate and some thin layers of claystone bedrock. The consultants recommend to 
the proposed structures on conventional and/or drilled-pile foundations bearing 
bedrock.

87756-01
274715-A
87756
274715
2006-076

an

support 
on competent

TTie referenced reports are acceptable, provided the following conditions are complied with during 
site development:

i ZA -2017-2170
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(Note: Numbers in parenthesis () refer to applicable sections of the 2017 City of LA Building 
Code. P/BC numbers refer the applicable Information Bulletin. Information Bulletins can be 
accessed on the internet at LADBS.ORG.)

The entire site shall be brought up to the current Code standard (7005.9).

Approval shall be obtained from the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering, 
Development Services and Permits Program for the proposed removal of support and/or 
retaining of slopes adjoining to public way (3307.3.2).

1828 Sawtelle Blvd., 3rd Floor, West LA (310) 575-8388

Secure the notarized written consent from all owners upon whose property proposed 
grading/construction access is to extend, in the event off-site grading and/or access for 
construction purposes is required (7006.6). The consent shall be included as part of the 
final plans.

Provide a notarized letter from all adjoining property owners allowing tie-back anchors on 
their property (7006.6).

The geologist and soils engineer shall review and approve the detailed plans prior to 
issuance of any permits. This approval shall be by signature on the plans that clearly 
indicates the geologist and soils engineer have reviewed the plans prepared by the design 
engineer; and, that the plans include the recommendations contained in their reports 
(7006.1).

All recommendations of the reports that are in addition to or more restrictive than the 
conditions contained herein shall be incorporated into the plans.

A copy of the subject and appropriate referenced reports and this approval letter shall be 
attached to the District Office and field set of plans (7006.1). Submit one copy of the above 
reports to the Building Department Plan Checker prior to issuance of the permit.

A grading permit shall be obtained for all structural fill and retaining wall backfill
(106.1.2).

All graded, brushed or bare slopes shall be planted with low-water consumption, native- 
type plant varieties to protect slopes against erosion (7012).

All new graded slopes shall be no steeper than 2H:1 V (7010.2 & 7011.2).

The installation and testing of tie-back anchors shall comply with the recommendations 
included in the report or the standard sheets titled "Requirement for Tie-back Earth 
Anchors”, whichever is more restrictive. [Research Report #23835)

All man-made fill shall be compacted to a minimum 90 percent of the maximum dry 
density of the fill material per the latest version of ASTM D 1557. Where cohesionless 
soil having less than 15 percent finer than 0.005 millimeters is used for fill, it shall be 
compacted to a minimum of 95 percent relative compaction based on maximum dry 
density. Placement of gravel in lieu of compacted fill is only allowed if complying with 
LAMC Section 91.7011.3.
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Existing uncertified fill shall not be used for support of footings, concrete slabs or new fill 
(1809.2,7011.3).

Drainage in conformance with the provisions of the Code shall be maintained during and 
subsequent to construction (7013.12).

Grading shall be scheduled for completion prior to the start of the rainy season, or detailed 
temporary erosion control plans shall be filed in a manner satisfactory to the Grading 
Division of the Department and the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering, 
B-Permit Section, for any grading work in excess of 200 cubic yards (7007.1).

1828 Sawtelle Blvd., 3rd Floor, West LA (310) 575-8388
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13.

14.

15.

16. All loose foundation excavation material shall be removed. . pnor to commencement of
framing. Slopes disturbed by construction activities shall be restored (7005.3).

37. The applicant is advised that the approval of this report does not waive the requirements 
for excavations contained in the General Safety Orders of the California Department of 
Industrial Relations (3301.1). ^

18. Temporary excavations that remove lateral support to the public way, adjacent property, „ 
adjacent structures shall be supported by shoring, as recommended. Note: Lateral support 
shall be considered to be removed when the excavation extends below a plane projected 
downward at an angle of 45 degrees from the bottom of a footing of an existing structure, 
from the edge of the public way or an adjacent property. (3307.3.1)

Prior to the issuance of any permit that authorizes an excavation where the excavation is to 
be of a greater depth than are the walls or foundation of any adjoining building or structure 
and located closer to the property line than the depth of the excavation, the owner of the 
subject site shall provide the Department with evidence that the adjacent property owner 
has been given a 30-day written notice of such intent to make an excavation (3307.1).

Unsurcharged temporary excavations over 5 feet to a maximum height of 12 feet exposing 
soil shall be trimmed back at a gradient not exceeding 1:1, as recommended.

The soils engineer shall review and approve the shoring plans prior to issuance of the 
permit (3307.3.2).

Prior to the issuance of the permits, the soils engineer and the structural designer shall 
evaluate all applicable surcharge loads for the design of the retaining walls and shoring.

Shoring shall be designed for a minimum EFP of 30 PCF; all surcharge loads shall be 
included into the design, as recommended.

Shoring shall be designed for a maximum lateral deflection of 1 inch, provided there 
no structures within a 1:1 plane projected up from the base of the excavation. Where a 
structure is within a 1:1 plane projected up from the base of the excavation, shoring shall 
be designed fora maximum lateral deflection of’A inch, or to a lower deflection determined 
by the consultant that does not present any potential hazard to the adjacent structure.

A shoring monitoring program shall be implemented to the satisfaction of the soils 
engineer.

or

19.

20.

21.
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23.

24. are

25.



All foundations shall derive entire support from competent bedrock, as recommended and 
approved by the geologist and soils engineer by inspection.

Foundations adjacent to a descending slope steeper than 3,1 (horizontal to vertical) in 
gradient shall be a minimum distance of one-third the vertical height of the slope but need 
not exceed 40 feet measured horizontally from the footing bottom to the face of the slope
(1808.7.2) ; for pools the foundation setback shall be one-sixth the slope height to 
maximum of 20 feet (1808.7,3).

Buildings adjacent to ascending slopes steeper than 3H:1V in gradient shall be setback 
from the toe of the slope a level distance measured perpendicular to slope contours equal 
to one-half the vertical height of the slope, but need not exceed 15 feet (1808.7.1); for pools 
the setback shall be one-fourth the vertical height of the slope, but need not exceed 7 5 feet
(1808.7.3) .

Pile caisson and/or isolated foundation ties are required by LAMC Sections 91.1809.13 
and/or 91.1810.3.13, Exceptions and modification to this requirement are provided in 
Information Bulletin P/BC 2014-030.

Pile and/or caisson shafts shall be designed for a lateral load of 1000 pounds per linear foot 
of shaft exposed to fill, soil and weathered bedrock per P/BC 2014-050.

The design passive pressure shall be neglected for a portion of the pile with a horizontal 
setback distance less than five feet from fill, soil or weathered bedrock.

Existing uncertified fill shall not be used for lateral support of deep foundations (1810.2.1).

Slabs placed on approved compacted fill shall be at least 3‘A inches thick and shall be 
reinforced with Z-inch diameter (#4) reinforcing bars spaced a maximum of 16 inches on 
center each way.

The seismic design shall be based on a Site Class D, as recommended. All other seismic 
design parameters shall be reviewed by LADBS building plan check.

Retaining walls shall be designed for the lateral earth pressures specified on page 2 and 

Plate P of the 04/18/2017 report. All surcharge loads shall be included into the design.

All retaining walls shall be provided with a standard surface backdrain system and all 
drainage shall be conducted in a non-erosive device to the street in an acceptable 
(7013.11).

With the exception of retaining walls designed for hydrostatic pressure, all retaining walls 
shall be provided with a subdrain system to prevent possible hydrostatic pressure behind 
the wall. Prior to issuance of any permit, the retaining wall subdrain system recommended 
in die soils report shall be incorporated into the foundation plan which shall be reviewed 
and approved by the soils engineer of record (1805.4).

Installation of the subdrain system shall be inspected and approved 
of record and the City grading/building inspector (108.9).
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39. Basement walls and floors shall be waterproofed/damp-proofed with an LA City approved 
’’Below-grade” waterproofing/damp-proofmg material with a research report number 
(104.2.6).

Prefabricated drainage composites (Miradrain, Geotextiles) may be only used in addition 
to traditionally accepted methods of draining retained earth.

The proposed swimming pool shall be designed for a freestanding condition.

The structure shall be connected to the public sewer system per P/BC 2014-027.

All roof, pad and deck drainage shall be conducted to the street in an acceptable manner; 
water shall not be dispersed on to descending slopes without specific approval from the 
Grading Division and die consulting geologist and soils engineer (7013.10).

All concentrated drainage shall be conducted in an approved device and disposed of in 
maimer approved by the LADBS (7013.10).

Sprinkler plans for irrigation shall be submitted and approved by the Mechanical Plan 
Check Section (7012.3.1).

Any recommendations prepared by the geologist and/or the soils engineer for correction of 
geological hazards found during grading shall be submitted to the Grading Division of the 
Department for approval prior to use in the field (7008.2,7008.3).

The geologist and soils engineer shall inspect all excavations to determine that conditions 
anticipated in the report have been encountered and to provide recommendations for the 
correction of hazards found during grading (7008 & 1705.6).

All friction pile or caisson drilling and installation shall be performed under the inspection 
and approval of the geologist and soils engineer. The geologist shall indicate the distance 
that friction piles or caissons penetrate into competent bedrock in a written field 
memorandum. (1803.5.5,1704.9)

Prior to pouring concrete, a representative of the consulting soils engineer shall inspect and 
approve the footing excavations. The representative shall post a notice on the job site for 
the LADBS Inspector and the Contractor stating that die work inspected meets the 
conditions of the report. No concrete shall be poured until the LADBS Inspector has also 
inspected and approved the footing excavations. A written certification to this effect shall 
be filed with the Grading Division of the Department upon completion of the work. (108.9 
& 7008.2)

Prior to excavation an initial inspection shall be called with the LADBS Inspector. During 
the initial inspection, the sequence of construction; shoring; underpinning; pile installation; 
protection fences; and, dust and traffic control will be scheduled (108.9.1).

Installation of shoring, underpinning, slot cutting excavations and/or pile installation shall 
be performed under the inspection and approval of the soils engineer and deputy grading 
inspector (1705.6).

Prior to the placing of compacted fill, a representative of the soils engineer shall inspect
and approve the bottom excavations. The representative shall post a notice on the job site

40.

41.

42.

43.

44. a

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.



for lhe LADBS Inspector and the Contractor slating that the soil inspected meets the 
conditions of the report. No Jill shall be placed until the LADBS Inspector has also 
inspected and approved the bottom excawitions. A written certification to this effect shall 
be included in the final compaction report filed with the Grading Division of die 
Department. All fill shall be placed under the inspection and approval of the soils engineer. 
A compaction report together with the approved soil report and Department approval letter 
shall be submitted to the Grading Division of the Department upon completion of the 
compaction. In addition, an Engineer's Certificate of Compliance with the legal 
description as indicated in the grading permit and the permit number shall be included 
(7011.31-
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No footmg/slab shall be poured until the compaction report is submitted and approved by 
the Grading'Division of the Department. -
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